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  Handing-Over Ceremony for Zee News by Noida Branch 

tkEI North Zone’s  Noida branch conducted an elevator ’Handing-Over’ ceremony for Zee News at 
their Zee Entertainment Enterprises Ltd. project site/office. The elevator handover was taken by Mr. 
Mannvinder Singh, Head Operations, Zee Entertainment Enterprises Ltd.  
 
The ceremony was carried out by our NI and Commissioning Team led by Mr. Deepak. On the 
occasion, client thanked our representatives for completing the elevator installation work within 

                                       committed time and praised everyone for maintaining high safety and quality standards at the 
                                       project site. 
 

 

Together 

Mr. Mannvinder Singh (R), Mr. Deepak (L) Newly Installed Elevator  
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Mumbai zone's Mumbai Branch recently received a letter of 
appreciation from ‘Bhavesh B Valia’ for concluding their 
elevator repair modernization work within committed timelines. 
The client has particularly appreciated the supervisors - Mr. 
Shantaram Sail, Mr. Subhash Hadawale and Mr. Sagar Jogle, 

for their exemplary professionalism, dedication and perseverance towards the entire 
work while maintaining the highest standard of safety and quality at the project site.  

Through the letter, the client has also praised the core values and ethos of tkEI, which 
remain a guiding force for all employees. As a team, we value such feedback and look 
forward to achieve more milestones. This form of recognition acts as an inspiration for 
the entire team and reinforces our commitment towards becoming the most customer-
centric organization in our industry. 

Letter of Appreciation for Mumbai Branch  

Mumbai Branch Service team has received another 
appreciation letter. Given by ‘Sejal Glass’, the note 
acknowledges outstanding efforts of the team in completing the 
elevator repair modernization work at their project site ‘Sejal 
Encasa’. 

The client has specially mentioned the grit shown by Mr. Lalan Singh, Mr. Shridhan 
Angaj and Mr. Deep N Tiwari for ensuring that highest level of professionalism is 
maintained throughout the entire job. The management of the site has also lauded 
dedication, effective correspondence and efficiency of the technicians in concluding the 
work before time. This mode of appreciation acts as a positive influence for us as it 
inspires us to keep notching up our performance and replicate the success with each 
project. 

Mumbai Branch receives appreciation from Sejal Glass 

Like all the festivals, Christmas is the season 
of hope, happiness and gratitude. Derived 
from Old English words ‘Cristes moesse’ 
and 'the mass or festival of Christ'. 
Christmas is celebrated to remember the 

birth of Jesus Christ. It marks the beginning of the last joyful week of 
the year in most countries.  
 
To celebrate the spirit of Christmas,  tKE Pune Branch organized a gala 
meetup on 23rd December. A speech on the ‘Importance of 
Christmas’ was shared by Mr. Sydney Fernandes followed by cake 
cutting and distribution of refreshments. The Christmas tree and office 
was also beautifully decorated to spread the cheer and enthusiasm of 
the festival. 

Christmas Celebrations in Pune Branch 
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http://www.whychristmas.com/story/

